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NDT x ray for Fan motherboard
Xinruilian Group is a Taiwan-funded enterprise, which was founded

in Shenzhen, China in 1994, specializes in the development and

manufacture of AC / DC brush-less motors and fans. It is a

professional supplier for various solutions of ventilation and cooling

equipment, one of the top ten brush-less motor fan manufacturers

in the world, Xinruilian possess the molding department, injection,

metal stamping, die-casting department, SMT production line and

finished product assembly line.

NDT x ray for Fan motherboard CASE:

Fan motherboard,X ray inspection machine ( with Japan

HAMAMATSU ) help them to detect out problem, like Bad welding

judgment,BGA short,BGA cold solder,BGA voids,BGA false solder,

and x ray inspection machine x6600 have Optional

manual/automatic measurement, single/multi-ball measurement

mode. The bubble area standard can be preset for automatic

measurement, it can measure Distance, gold line curvature, slope,

angle, etc, And can enlarge the product detection points in the

navigation window, which is easy to accurately locate and improve

the detection efficiency.

http://en.x-fan.com/about.php
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For NDT x ray machine applications, as follow:

1: Semiconductor
2: Automotive

electronics
3: PCB’A 4: LED

5: BGA/QFN

inspection

6: Aluminum die

casting
7: Mould

8: Electrical

and

mechanical
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components

9: Biological

agriculture seed

10: Aviation

component
11: Wheel hub

12:

Wire/USB/Plug

Now more and more factories purchased NDT x ray machines, it

shows quality get more important for user, for x ray quality result,

The judgment result can be directly marked on the picture, or

directly generate a CSV file or a report document according to the

analysis results.

Family of Industrial X-ray inspection machine & BGA rework station

Last Article: Method for detecting electronic components quickly

Next Article:x ray inspect PCB and SMT patch module

TSI Mexico use Seamark x ray machine

Persang Alloy Industries X ray 6600 for PCB

Maybe you still are interested in: Solder paste printing defects and solutions
in SMT chip processing process
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